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Specification and Quotation 

 

 

 

Model:  PX-KZ-800-SF 

Полностью автоматизированная высокоскоростная  линия для 

производства защитных плоских трёхслойных масок   

Производительность 650 масок в минуту 

 

Full Servo Control Full Function  

Face Mask Production Line 

 

 

 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

One. Machine Name, Model, Quantity, Amount and Delivery time:  

 

 

ITEM DESCRIPTION USD 

1 

Full Servo Control Face Mask production 

line. Model: PX-KZ-800-SF 

One set 

2 China Hot Melt Glue Applicator System (Famous) Included 

3 LIKE Edge-Rectifier System (Taiwan)  Included 

4 Mitsubishi Servo Motor System (Japan) Included 

5 Training Activities at buyer’s plant Included 

6 
Installation and Start-up Activities at buyer’s 

plant Engineer cost: US$50/day/engineer 
Included 

7 Packing and Crating for Sea Transportation Included 

TOTAL PRICE (FOB XIAMEN) Цена по запросу  

SAY TOTAL FOB XIAMEN ? US DOLLAR ONLY. 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two. Main Technical Parameter： 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

1. Designed Production Speed: 800 pcs/min. 

2. Production Speed: 400-600 pcs/min (Continuous nose piece) 

               200-300 pcs/min (Interval nose piece) 

3. Power: 380V, 50Hz  

4. Machine Capacity: 100Kw (set temporarily, not including glue 

applicators)  

5. Wasted Products Rate: ≤2% (exclude the circumstances when glue 

applicator breaks down or auto-splicing material)  

6. Overall Size (include crusher) (L X W X H  m): 15m X 4M X 2.5m 

(set temporarily)  

7. The direction of production: Standard design 

8.  Raw material specification. 

★ Inner non-woven; 

★ Filtering non-woven; 

★ Outer non-woven; 

★ Elastic ear belt; 

★ Nose piece; 

 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three . Basic Assembling Unit: 

 

1.  Inner Non-woven loading unit 

 Two shafts alternative usage for auto splicing, with servo motor 

control (A/B shaft individual control), tension control 

 Auto rejecting, auto-slicing materials without stopping machine 

 Auto alarm when material breaks 

 Auto checking and rejecting the material jointer. 

2.  Filtering Non-woven loading unit 

 Two shafts alternative usage for auto splicing, with servo motor 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

control (A/B shaft individual control), tension control 

 Auto rejecting, auto-slicing materials without stopping machine 

 Auto alarm when material breaks 

 Auto checking and rejecting the material jointer. 

3.  Outer Non-woven loading unit 

 Two shafts alternative usage for auto splicing, with servo motor 

control (A/B shaft individual control), tension control 

 Auto rejecting, auto-slicing materials without stopping machine 

 Auto alarm when material breaks 

 Auto checking and rejecting the material jointer. 

4. Nose piece loading system. 

 Can be used for continuous and interval models. 

5.  Materials lamination and cutting unit. 

6.  Mask 90 degrees turning unit. 

7.  Elastic ear belt loading system 1. 

 Two shafts alternative usage for auto splicing, with servo motor 

control (A/B shaft individual control), tension control 

 Auto rejecting, auto-slicing materials without stopping machine 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 Auto alarm when material breaks 

 Auto checking and rejecting the material jointer 

8.  Elastic ear belt loading system 2. 

 Two shafts alternative usage for auto splicing, with servo motor 

control (A/B shaft individual control), tension control 

 Auto rejecting, auto-slicing materials without stopping machine 

 Auto alarm when material breaks 

 Auto checking and rejecting the material jointer 

 

 

Four: Automatic System 

1. PLC machine interface 

a. Adopts Japan Mitsubishi system, PLC controlled. 

b. Touch screen can shows the diameter of belt pulleys, servo 

transmission ratio, servo load and alarm code. 

c. Whole machine transmission and conveying adopts servo motor 

controlling. 

d. Human machine interface adopts imported color touch screen and 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

installed at the middle of the machine. Chinese and English language 

available. 

e. Machine maintenance period warning function. 

f. Motor sequence start (single button type), reduce power impact. 

g. Machine speed control is three-speed controlling. Easily switch at 

the touch screen, and each running speed can be set or canceled.  

h. Raw materials missing, jointing, splicing, fan, vacuum pump errors 

can be shown on the screen. 

i. Output position, output quantities etc can be adjust on the screen. 

j. Production speed (pcs/min), shift production, output production, 

accumulation production etc can be shown or canceled on the screen.  

k. Each part has emergency stop, alarm button and marked as red and 

yellow colors. 

l. There is screen at end of machine end and made 90 degree with 

operation direction. Easily operation for management people to 

understand the production situations.  

 

2. Unwinding, splicing and tension control system: 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

a. The main raw materials use two motors to drive two air shaft racks 

to unwind, servo-controlled constant tension unwinding and 

automatic splicing. The system can be used in automatic or manual 

button mode, and can be adjusted clockwise or counterclockwise in 

the touch screen for material unwinding direction. 

b. Raw materials are unwinded with constant tension center and realize 

zero-speed splicing (automatic and manual button mode) for inner 

non-woven, filtering non-woven, outer non-woven and elastic ear 

belt. 

c. The roll diameter can be precisely adjusted when raw materials are 

spliced, saving raw materials. 

d. Material automatic changeover button is installed on the changeover 

mechanism for easy operation. 

 

3. Inspection, auto reject, alarm system: 

a. The main raw material has a material break alarm and shutdown 

function, which can be shielded in the touch screen. 

b. When changing materials (except manually changing materials), the 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

position of the connector is automatically memorized, and it is 

automatically excluded at the waste discharge port. 

c. It can identify the joints contained in the raw materials and 

automatically exclude them at the waste discharge port. This 

function can be shielded in the touch screen. 

d. Reserved camera inspection positions. 

 

4. Edge-rectifiers system: 

a. Adopts Taiwan LIKE edge rectifiers. 

b. Each raw material has edge rectifier, the actual quantity depends on 

real designs. 

5. Heating and cooling system: 

a. The heating element for heating the swivel adopts a high-quality 

heating tube, and a separate temperature controller controls the 

temperature. 

b. Introduction of power supply and extraction of temperature signal, 

using mercury conductive ring. 

c. The heating swivel is pressurized by a cylinder. When the machine 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

is stopped, all the heating swivels are automatically lifted up and 

automatically reset when the machine is turned on. 

6. Electrical cabinet system: 

a.  The main electrical cabinet is placed under the rear platform of the 

equipment, adopting standard cable chute, setting up strong and 

weak current separation zone signs, installing fans and filters. 

b. Equipment uses a main power inlet. 

c. The glue applicator cables are controlled separately from the 

machine cables. 

7. Gluing system: 

a. The glue spraying position is reasonably reserved. The hose is 

perforated from the top of the machine into the rear transfer box and 

then comes out from the panel vertically. The hose can be fixed well 

in the transmission box. 

b. Cooperate with the glue applicators to realize automatic coating, 

automatic stop when the machine is stopped, and manual control. 

c. Provide 0-10V DC glue applicator tracking signal. 

d. There is a lamp at the spraying place (safety voltage: 24V). 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

e. Glue applicators are customer self-provisioning. (optional) 

 

Five. The main components: 

 

Name Brand Origin 

PLC MITSUBISHI Japan 

Touch-screen (10.5 inches) 

Servo motors MITSUBISHI Japan 

Low-voltage electrics Schneider/CHNT France/China 

Pneumatic units AIRTAC Taiwan  

Key position bearings NSK/NTN Japan 

Timing belts HRZ Germany 

Flat belts HRZ Germany 

Edge rectifier LIKE Taiwan 

Glue applicator China famous China 

 

Six . Spare parts along with the machine  

 

1.  Maintenance tool      One set  

2.  Operation manual      One pc 

3.  Flat cutter            Each size two pcs 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

4.  Electric drawing       One pc  

5.  All documents in English. 

 

 

Seven. The standard of the inspection on the machine: 

 

It will last ten minutes under the speed of 400-600 pcs/min (continuous 

nose piece) or 200-300 pcs/min (interval nose piece). (On the condition 

that if buyer wants seller to inspect the machine for above ten minutes, the 

cost of material will be born by buyer) 

 

 

Eight. After-sales service and installation and testing: 

1. The seller can arrange the transference instead of the buyer but the 

freight is for the buyer’s account.  

2. Supplier is on charge of the equipment’s installation and technical 

training at buyer’s country, while the roundtrip air tickets, meal, 

accommodation should be born by buyer. 

3. One year guarantee, service for ever (but the knife cylinders, timing 

belts, flat belts and others do not include in the scope of guarantee) 

 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

Nine. Terms of payment: 

The 30% of total value is required as down payment upon the confirmation 

of the contract and product specifications, and the rest 70% to be paid after 

testing the machinery & before delivery. 

 

Ten.  Delivery time: 

Within 180 working days after receiving the 30% of total amount as deposit 

and the confirmed drawing. The delivery time will be put off if buyer put 

forward some changes or modifications. 

 

Eleven.  The responsibility for breach on the contract: 

According to the relative stipulations, and the way to solve the disputes 

between the buyer and seller is amicable negotiation against 《Law of the 

contract》. 

 

Twelve.  Contract Validity: The Contract will be invalid until signature 

and seals from two parties meanwhile received the down payment from the 

buyer. Quotation validity is one month upon the quoted date. 

Thirteen.  ARBITRATION： 



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
     

All disputes in connection with this Contract or the execution and 

performance thereof shall be settled through friendly negotiations. In case 

no settlement can be reached through negotiations, the case should then be 

submitted for arbitration to the China International Economic and Trade 

Arbitration Commission, in accordance with the “Rules of Procedure of 

China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission”. The 

arbitration shall take place in Beijing and the decision rendered by the said 

Commission shall be final and binding upon both parties; neither party 

shall seek recourse to a law court or other authorities for revising the 

decision. The arbitration fee shall be borne by the losing part.  

 

Regarding the others not mentioned here, it will be solved by amicable 

discussion between the two parties. 


